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Abstract: Music information retrieval is a field of rapidly growing commercial interest. A Query By Humming system allows the user to find a song by humming art of the tune. No musical training is needed. Previous query by humming systems do not provide satisfactory results for various reasons. This paper describes, a query by humming based musical search engine, working on Android Platform like Android Mobile by accessing the web.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital representations of music are becoming common for the storage and transfer of music over Internet. Many digital music archives are now available, making the content based retrieval of music a potentially powerful technology. The recent MPEG-7 audio standardization activity [1] seeks to develop tools for the description and intelligent searching of audio content. But in this system we collected a 10 of the most popular English songs by manual entry. These songs are segmented to some form of words. A Musical Search Engine based on acoustic querying would allow a user to hum or sing a short word of a song into a Android Mobile and then search and retrieve the song from the database.

II. APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE

Android is an open source operating system designed for mobile devices. It comes with a Java SDK and a valuable set of libraries to control on-board sensors and access web services. Android was built from the ground-up to enable developers to create compelling mobile applications that take full advantage of all a handset has to offer. It is built to be truly open.

“Android is built on the Open Linux kernel. Furthermore it utilizes a custom virtual machine that has been designed to optimize memory and hardware resources in mobile environment”.

Figure 1 shows the fundamental blocks of a basic query-by-hum based Musical Search Engine. The musical database is essentially an indexed set of some songs. The acoustic query, which is typically a few notes hummed or sung by the user, is processed to detect its approximate song line. The database is searches to find those songs that best match the query.

When the user is to hum/sung the song line , the user voice is processed of speech o text , the users voice is displayed
on the mobile in the form of text. The Google has invoke the speech.

III. PROCESSING THE QUERY

A typical query by humming system includes three components:

- User humming: the input hum-query
- A database of music
- An index into the database for efficient retrieval of the hum-query

From the previous section we see that reliable note segmentation is a critical aspect of query processing. In order to simplify note segmentation, we currently require that the query be sung using a song tune instead of syllable.

In this, search engine we collected over 10 English songs by entering manually as a form of text. Upon these songs, the user can sung/hum any song of the word first it displayed on the mobile using speech recognition process.

Figure 2: Musical search for Android Mobile.

In our interface we create an application by using java program, then loaded onto an Android Mobile.

Figure 1 shows the main activity slide in mobile. First the user press the music icon displayed on mobile.

Then it processed and appears like below in figure3.

Figure 3. Musical search for Android Mobile.

Then the user can sung/hum the song (listed on the database) of first/any word during particular song. Then it is processed to detect its song line. The database is searched to find those songs the best match the query. The system returns a ranked set of matching melodies, which can be used to retrieve the desired original soundtrack.

IV. SPEECH RECOGNITION

ASR is short for Automatic Speech Recognition, which is also called Speech Recognition. It is generally performed
by computer to convert audio waveform of speech to a sequence of readable text in real time.

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) can be defined as the independent, computer-driven transcription of spoken language into readable text in real time (Stuck less, 1994). In a nutshell, ASR is technology that allows a computer to identify the words that a person speaks into a microphone or telephone and convert it to written text.

Having a machine to understand fluently spoken speech has driven speech research for more than 50 years. Although ASR technology is not yet at the point where machines understand all speech, in any acoustic environment, or by any person, it is used on a day-to-day basis in a number of applications and services.

The ultimate goal of ASR research is to allow a computer to recognize in real-time, with 100% accuracy, all words that are intelligibly spoken by any person, independent of vocabulary size, noise, speaker characteristics or accent. Today, if the system is trained to learn an individual speaker’s voice, then much larger vocabularies are possible and accuracy can be greater than 90%. Commercially available ASR systems usually require only a short period of speaker training and may successfully capture continuous speech with a large vocabulary at normal pace with a very high accuracy.

Figure 5: Basic block diagram of a speech recognizer.

We give an overview of Musical Search by Voice and our efforts to make speech input on mobile devices truly ubiquitous.

The explosion in recent years of mobile devices, especially web-enabled Smartphone’s, has resulted in new user expectations and needs. Voice - a step toward our long term vision of ubiquitous access. While the integration of speech input into Musical search is a significant step toward more ubiquitous access, it posed many problems in terms of the performance of core speech technologies and the design of effective user interfaces.

It is an automated system that uses speech recognition and web search to help people find and listen music. Initially this system followed the well known model of first prompting the user for the songs followed by the desired listing of songs.

Mobile web search is a rapidly growing area of interest. Internet-enabled Smartphone’s account for an increasing share of the mobile devices sold throughout the world, and most models offer a web browsing experience that rivals desktop computers in display quality. Users are increasingly turning to their mobile devices when doing web searches, driving efforts to enhance the usability of web search on these devices.

The goal of Musical search by Voice is to recognize any spoken search query. Hinting at the great diversity of inputs we must accommodate. Which is very domain-dependent?

Musical search by Voice must be capable of handling anything that Google search can handle. This makes it a considerably more challenging recognition problem, because the vocabulary and complexity of the queries is so large.

Figure 5 depicts the basic system architecture of the recognizer behind Musical search by Voice. For each key area of acoustic modeling and language modeling we will describe some of the challenges we faced as well as some of the solutions we have developed to address those unique challenges.

V. THE USER INTERFACE

According to the official introduction of Google, Android is a software platform for mobile devices such as telephone and tablet, which includes an operating system (OS), middleware and basic applications (Android, n. d.). Users can install the powerful software in accordance with their needs on Android system to extend the functions of the device.

Android platform, which consists of four major layers:
- Applications layer,
- Application Framework layer,
- Libraries and Android Runtime layer and
- Linux kernel layer.
Each layer is a collection of some program components, which provides the necessary services to its upper layer.

- The top layer of Android architecture is Applications layer. It should be particular pointed out that the applications installed in device can be run concurrently user can browse the website and listen to music in the meantime. Because all applications are developed based on the Java programming language.

- The application framework includes a large number of API classes and packages written in Java language to provide the direct interaction with the applications layer. Its purpose is to provide an effective and dependable way to “manage graphical user interfaces, access resources and content, receive notifications, or to handle incoming calls”.

- The layer under the application framework consists of two significant parts which are called Libraries and Android Runtime. The first part libraries are all written in C and C++ language. Through being called by Java interface, the libraries enable devices to process various data types and provide the core system features to applications (Maiaet al., 2010, p.4).

The libraries include some important components: libc is the most important component which provides standard C and C++ libraries; media framework provides a variety of media codecs to record and playback of different audio and video formats.

- Linux Kernel is located in the bottom layer of the Android architecture. It relies on Linux version 2.6 which was modified by Google in order to much more adapt to mobile devices.

The main function of this layer is to provide an abstraction layer between the hardware and above layers. The layers above the Linux Kernel do not need to know how the hardware really works, they just need to send commands using API supported by the Linux Kernel, and then the Linux Kernel will actually interact with the hardware through providing the core system services. These most fundamental system services consist of memory management, process management, networking, security settings, driver model, etc (Android-App-Market, n. d.).

VI. CONCLUSION

Of immediate importance is increasing the number of songs in the database. This work is underway, and it is expected that a convincing demo on a realistic database will be presented at the conference. This is a step to further improve many applications like this. This can done in a local language also, the work is underway.

| Database Songs | 10 |
| Queries | 50 |
| Mismatch | 1 |
| Conflicts | 1 |
| Success rate | 95% |
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